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Introduction

Unity is a widespread cross-platform graphics engine. Even though Unity is
widely used for developing video games, it is not limited to only that. Thanks
to its great flexibility, it is also a useful tool in many other industries, such as
automotive, architecture and construction.
Recently, synthetic data has gained importance in many fields of machine
learning, particularly in computer vision where obtaining fine and precise annotation can be a very hard problem. Game engines have been used in the
literature to create huge automatically annotated datasets, often resorting to
modding, i.e. somehow editing the game software. These works have showed
very interesting and promising results, even though somewhat limited by the
rigidity of a game engine that was not thought for scientific measurements.
Our main objective is to provide a flexible and customizable framework for
creating fully annotated virtual environments, exposing data that can be used
in a wide range of tasks, from object detection to motion estimation, paired
with a minimalist, simple-to-use Python API that allows to interface with the
most common learning frameworks around.
The objective of this tutorial is to first briefly introduce the Unity Editor
(for in-depth tutorials we refer to the many tutorials on the web) and how to
operate it at a basic level. Afterwards, we introduce our framework and how
to configure it. Finally, we introduce our Python API with some examples of
usage.
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How to use Unity Editor

In this section we introduce the Unity Editor and how to operate it at a basic
level.
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Figure 1: Unity Hub landing screen

2.1

Downloading Unity Editor

Unity Editor can be downloaded at its official site. The website will offer a
selection of different Unity versions. The framework was developed and tested
with Unity 2019.2.18f1. While it may generally be possible to open the
framework with other versions of Unity, we strongly suggest to use the same
version we used. The easiest way to manage Unity installations is to use Unity
Hub, a tool introduced in the next section.

2.2

Unity Hub

We also suggest to download the Unity Editor through the Unity Hub, an utility
by the Unity developers that allows the user to download the desired Unity
Editor version and to aggregate projects in a single page, tracking the Unity
version with which they were developed. In Figure 1 we show the landing
screen of Unity Hub. In this screen you will find all the Unity projects you are
working on. When you first download Unity Hub, you will find an empty list.
You will have to click on ”Add” and navigate to the directory in which you
downloaded our framework. If you have not downloaded our framework yet,
jump to subsection 3.1. When the project has been successfully added, you can
open it by clicking on the new record in the list. It will take a while to load the
project assets, so sit tight and wait.
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2.3

Unity Editor

When launching the Unity Editor, you will probably see something similar to
Figure 2. Note that the layout of the Editor main screen may be customized,
so you might have some section placed in different parts of the screen.

Figure 2: Unity Editor main screen
Here we describe the sections that will be available in the main screen:
Hierarchy: Here the objects in the scene are listed. The objects are placed
in a tree-like structure, where each object may have several children. Moving,
disabling or deleting an object will move or delete also its children. See Figure 3.
Scene: Here you can see a preview of the current scene. You can move the
camera around using the mouse: right click and move to rotate, middle click
and move to pan the view, scrolling to zoom in or out. Left clicking on an object
will open that object info on the Inspector view (explained below) and highlight
the object in the Hierarchy view. See Figure 4
Game: Here you can see a preview of what the final result of the development will be. The Game view can be started or stopped with the buttons on
top of the main screen. See Figure 5.
Console: Here error and warning messages will be displayed during the
debug runs. Console messages are very useful to understand what is going on
in the simulation. See Figure 6.
Project: Here are shown the files belonging to the projects, similar to what
you would see in your operating system file explorer. When right clicking it will
show a context menu with useful tools for creating and managing project assets.
See Figure 7.
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Figure 3: Hierarchy View
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Figure 4: Scene View

Figure 5: Game View
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Figure 6: Console View

Figure 7: Project View
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3

SAILenv Framework

In this section we introduce SAILenv, we explain its main modules and how to
operate it, creating a simple yet meaningful virtual environment for a simple
object detection task.

3.1

Downloading the framework

The framework is available at https://sailab.diism.unisi.it/sailenv. Otherwise, it can be downloaded through the Python API at https://pypi.org/
project/sailenv/.

3.2

Framework Prefabs

The LVE Framework offers some Unity Prefabs to ease the creation of a new
scene. The prefabs are separated in two sets:
1. Objects Prefabs: Prefabs for objects that can be placed in a scene, such
as tables, chairs, etc. They are located in Resources/Objects/Prefabs. Add
this prefabs to the scene to create your virtual environment.
2. Shared Prefabs Prefabs that will add useful behaviors to the scene. For
example the Managers prefab adds objects that manage the connection to
clients and the execution of their requests. Debug Agent is a prefab which
allows the user to explore the scene without the need of using a Python
client. Adding and configuring a Manager prefab is the easiest way to
start working with a scene.

3.3

Framework Scripts

The LVE Framework offers some Unity Scripts to create an annotated enviroment. The most important one is CategoryRenderer, which allows to annotate
a Game Object with its own Category. Categories are configured by creating assets called Scriptable Objects. The framework has a simple interface to quickly
create them. In subsection 3.4 we will explain how to create an environment
and its associated categories.

3.4

Creating the environment

First, using the Project view, navigate to Scenes. Here you will find some sample
Scenes distributed with the framework, that can be used as reference for your
custom environment. Right-clicking on an empty space in the Scenes directory
will open a context menu. Then hover on Create and then click on Scene.
Give a name to your newly created scene, such as ”Tutorial”. Similarly, create
a folder with the same name, by right-clicking, hovering on Create and then
clicking on Folder. You should see something similar to Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Newly created scene
Double click on the scene to open it. A newly created scene will have two
Game Objects already in it: Main Camera and Directional Light. We can safely
delete Main Camera. Navigate to Resources/Shared/Prefabs. In this directory
you will find some useful prefabs (see subsection 3.2).

Figure 9: Managers Object
The first thing is to create a structure for the room, taking inspiration for example from the Room01-02-03 prefabs, that you can find in Data/Rooms/Prefabs.
After building the structure, you can drag and drop objects prefabs on the scene,
taking them from the Data/Objects/Prefabs. This is enough to have a working scene. Making an object move requires to remove any full-static flags from
the object and ensuring it has a rigidbody component attached to it. In order
to trigger the existing movement patterns it is necessary to add and/or turn
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on either the “poltergeist” or “wander plane” behaviour on an object with an
attached rigidbody.
Objects Movement. To make an object move in new scene or in an already
existing scene, it is necessary to first check if the object can move, i.e. if it is
not marked as fully static and has also a rigidbody component attached. If an
object is not supposed to move by design and it is necessary to make it move,
the following steps are required:
• Remove the static flags on its inspector and then add a rigidbody to it.
This can be done by editing the prefab directly, thus changing all the
instances of the object in any scene, or individually by changing only the
instances required. An hybrid approach, and the suggested one, is to
create a prefab variant of the object in the inspector and make all edits
inside the variant. Then to add the variant to the scene it’s only necessary
to drag it into the scene/hierarchy like any other prefab.
• Edit the static flags by unchecking them. ”Contribute GI” and ”Reflection
Probe Static” flags should remain checked to make sure the object add
to the scene illumination and appears in reflections if the object is not
moving too much (i.e. objects with ”Poltergeist” behaviour attached),
while everyone should be unchecked otherwise (i.e. objects with ”Wander
Plane” behaviour).
• If the object has no moving behaviour attached, it cannot move. Add
a behaviour like ”Poltergeist” or ”Wander Plane”, and set it’s field appropriately. It is possible to also make new behaviours by coding them
directly, but this is outside the scope of this paper.
When adding a rigidbody to an object, make sure to set the appropriate values
of the rigidbody properties, such as mass, drag, and others (see the Unity docs).

3.5

Running a scene

If you want to debug a scene, just drop a Managers prefab from Data/Shared/Prefabs
and set the port on which the SocketManager will listen. Then, you can start
a Python Client without calling agent.change scene(). This is the easiest and
fastest way to run a single scene.
If you want to create an executable with several scenes and allowing the
agent to call agent.change scene() to change the current environment, you have
to add the scene to the AssetBundles. The AssetBundles menu is accessible
through Window → AssetBundle Browser.
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